Implementation date and additional rounds
2009

Package coverage
Health warnings are required to cover 35% of the front and 35% of the back of the package. Overall, 35% of the package space is appropriated to health warnings.

Rotation schedule and history
Six health warnings are used on cigarette packages and the law requires a different set of warnings to be introduced every two years.

Restrictions on misleading information
Misleading descriptors such as “light,” “mild,” and “low tar” are prohibited from appearing on packages.

WARNINGS 2009

吸菸會導致性功能障礙
吸菸會導致口臭、口腔疾病
吸菸會導致肺炎、肺氣腫
吸菸會導致心臟血管疾病

吸菸及二手菸會導致胎兒異常及早產

吸菸及二手菸會傷害家人健康